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GRANITE STATE
STORIES: REMOTE
PARTICIPATION
New Hampshire
State Legislature
On behalf of the 752 Granite
Staters who have signed a
petition so far, we ask House &
Senate leaders to restore
remote access through
videoconferencing to ensure
that all Granite Staters have
the ability to make their voices
heard in the legislative
process safely and securely
without putting their health at
risk. Here are some of our
stories.

ARNOLD NEWMAN
Marlborough

MARCY DOYLE
Bedford
I have benefitted immensely from
the option for remote State House
testimony and urge legislators to
reinstate this access in 2022. Last
year I was able to participate in
session remotely while home with
my young child who is unable to be
vaccinated. I have been vaccinated
and want to continue to do my part
to reduce the transmission of
COVID-19 and protect my child from
catching COVID-19 with a possible
breakthrough case.
Everyone deserves to have their
voices heard while also maintaining
the physical and civic health of
Granite Staters to reduce the risk of
illness due to COVID-19.

In 2021, virtual access to public
meetings and sessions helped to
lessen longstanding civic
engagement barriers for older
adults, people with disabilities,
people with limited access to
transportation, people with work and
family obligations, among others.
Attending and testify via zoom
significantly helped me and so many
others engage in legislative
discussions that directly affect us in
real time. Just like sidewalk curb
cuts, elevators, closed captioning,
and other accessibility features that
help to include all Granite Staters,
with remote access to the
legislature we can all participate in
our state government.
This upcoming legislative session,
in-person only meetings will close
newly opened doors to civic
engagement and many elder and
disabled Granite Staters will be shut
out again from the legislator. To stop
giving voters virtual access is a step
backwards in government and voter
relations. I urge the NH legislature to
continue to allow for remote access
to public meetings and sessions.

CARLA, MSN RN
Fremont
As a registered nurse and frontline
worker, I have experienced firsthand how important remote access
to the legislature is. Remote access
has been essential in my life,
allowing me to participate without
impacting the nursing workforce by
taking time off to travel to Concord.
Zoom access allowed me to
participate and testify in key
healthcare legislation simply by
logging online. During this time of
crisis staffing for nursing, not
allowing remote participation would
be a significant barrier.
New Hampshire residents who work
and live outside of a reasonable
drive from Concord deserve to have
their voices heard without risking
their health or their livelihood. And
as a resident of New Hampshire
who works and lives away from
Concord, I urge you to reinstate
remote participation in the
legislative process by allowing
remote testimony at the State
House in 2022 for all public hearings
and workgroups.

CAITLIN CAWLEY
Manchester
Democracy is about hearing the
voice of the people and in 2021,
unlike ever before, our political
system heard more Granite State
voices thanks to remote access to
public meetings and sessions. The
option to attend and testify
remotely helped to keep our
lawmakers and the public at-large
healthy and safe, expanded the
pool of perspectives and
experiences represented at
committee hearings, and more fully
informed our legislative process.
Virtual access to the legislature
helped to keep our democracy
healthy by including voices that
have historically been excluded
from in-person public meetings due
to barriers such as health,
transportation, childcare, work timeoff, and more. Especially as COVID19 cases and deaths surge in New
Hampshire, we must embrace
remote access to keep our
population healthy, not look to take
that away.

SOPHIA BIONDOLILLO
Manchester
New Hampshire has always valued
public participation. However, early on
in 2020, when I spent about 3-5 days a
week testifying on bills in committee
meetings at the State House, I was
often one of very few people present.
Most people don't have the time or
ability to travel to Concord regularly
or spend hours waiting through
committee meetings.

"In order to make
our legislature
the best that it
can be, remote
access should
continue to be
made available."
-Sophia

In 2021 this changed, and for the first time, many Granite Staters were
able to participate in our democracy by testifying on bills remotely. It was
incredibly uplifting to hear the stories of people who had never testified
before - working parents, essential workers in the healthcare industry, and
many others. The option to attend and testify remotely has helped to
expand the pool of perspectives and experiences represented at
committee hearings while ensuring the public is healthy and safe as the
COVID-19 pandemic continues to devastate New Hampshire.
Some argue that the increased participation bogged down hearings and
made it more difficult for committees to get to each bill. However, in the
vast majority of hearings I was present for, meetings were able to
continue as scheduled with only minor delays. Any legislator who
believes in due process and democracy should support remote access. In
addition to making democracy more accessible, remote access also
enhances government transparency; both vital parts of this state’s values.
In order to make our legislature the best that it can be, remote access
should continue to be made available.

TIFFANY DODIER
Concord
Last year was my first year getting
involved in state politics. I work to
advocate for policy that helps those
that experience hunger in NH. We
engage those with lived experience of
hunger and local farmers and owners
of local grocers to testify on the
importance of programs that benefits
Granite Staters in need while also
supporting the local economy.
Although legislators work diligently to
be well informed about bills they vote
on, including reading written
testimony, there is far too much for
any one legislator to be able to read.
Delivering oral testimony at a public
hearing ensures that those the
legislation impacts most will be heard.
Taking time off from work to come to
the State House to deliver oral
testimony is not always possible or
practical for working class NH citizens,
especially for farmers and small
business owners. I strongly urge the
NH legislature not to silence the
voices of its citizens by limiting access
to tell their stories on their own behalf
in our legislative process.

KAREN SACO
Salem
Over the last year and a half to two
years I have had the opportunity to
testify remotely on several occasions.
Using Zoom and other remote tools to
engage with our elected officials has
helped to ensure all voices are heard
without fear of contracting COVID or
other illnesses. The Flu, COVID and
many other viruses are easily spread
and having the ability to attend court
remotely makes it easier and safer.
Everyone deserves to have this access
while also maintaining the physical
and civic health of Granite Staters to
reduce the risk of illness due to
COVID-19. For these reasons, I urge
the NH legislature to reinstate remote
participation in the legislative process
by allowing remote testimony at the
State House in 2022.

LAURIE WARNOCK
Hampstead
As a concerned resident and voter who survived a hospitalization for COVID19, access to legislative activity and the ability to testify via Zoom has been
invaluable. From a financial aspect, the time and mileage expense saved, as
well as the challenge of getting time off from work and arranging for
childcare, among other costs, should be a consideration for both legislators
and their constituents. From a health aspect, we have all seen the extremely
concerning news about the COVID-19 infection and death rates surging again
in our state. For these reasons and more, a virtual engagement option for the
upcoming legislative session is critical for both the physical and civic health of
our state.
Access and transparency in government affairs are more important than ever.
I urge House and Senate Leaders to please give serious thought to preserving
this crucial innovation and allowing remote testimony at the State House in
2022.

MARIS TOLAND
Lebanon
As a resident physician, my schedule is busy and inflexible. It is challenging at
best, and often impossible to be able to attend legislative sessions. As an
active community member and specialist in reproductive health care, I feel it
is important for my voice to be heard at the State House and to be able to
advocate for the patients that I take care of in New Hampshire. Virtual forums
for legislative sessions have made it easier for this to happen and I feel
strongly they should continue.
The COVID-19 pandemic is not over and like many other health care workers,
low staffing in our field during this pandemic makes it disproportionately
harder for us to attend in-person sessions. If you value our opinions and
expertise about medical issues and legislation that has health implications for
Granite Staters, please reinstate remote participation in the legislative process
by allowing remote testimony at the State House in 2022.

MACKENZIE NICHOLAS
Bedford
Working for an organization that
advocates on behalf of people living
with Alzheimer's and dementia and
their caregivers, I have seen
firsthand the importance of remote
access to the legislature. When
remote access is no longer
available, we are telling people who
live here that they aren't welcome
to participate and that our
government is not open to them.
Many times, families affected by
Alzheimer's and dementia are not
able to find care and are unable to
leave their loved ones at home to
participate in the legislative process.
Additionally, there are many Granite
Staters who want to participate in
the legislative process but are
unable to be in a room with that
many people for medical or
logistical reasons. This all goes
without mentioning the many
Granite Staters who don't live within
a reasonable driving distance to
Concord, or the fact that our
legislative session takes place
during the months with the most
inclement weather.

KEN DOLKART
Grantham
There was one positive
consequence of the covid
pandemic: NH citizens gained the
ability to access and testify to
committee members on the issues
which are important to them.
Working and senior citizens can
now get involved and easily give
meaningful input - I urge our
elected officials to not push us
backwards and to please reinstate
remote participation.

